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David Ball
Head of Regeneration and Planning
Town Hall south Annex
Brighton Sheet
Wallasey
Wirral
CH44 8ED

Dear Sir

APP/16/00422 Land Adjacent to St Peters CE Primary School. Thurstaston Road- Heswall

I have been requested by The Heswall Society to provide an independent view of the
highway implications of the above named application. The application is a re-design of
consented application APP/14/01341 but includes the construction of lno. additional
dwelling. Of greater significance in tenns of highway impact, the re-design proposes five
properties served directly from West Grove and moves away from the previously
approved single shared private driveway access onto Thurstaston Road.

West Grove is recorded as a Byway on the Defuritive Map Of Public Rights Of Way. As such it
is available for use by motorised vehicles but its primary public use is for the passage of
pedestrians, equestrians and cyclists, similar to that of a bridleway. Any increase in vehicular use
will be detrimental to the prime highway flmction. The TRICs database of traffic surveys would
suggest that an average dwelling will generate somewhere in the order of 8-10 vehicle
movements per day or 40 to 50 movements for the proposed development. These vehicular
movements are likely to include 3 to 4 movements during the morning and evening peak periods.

West Grove varies in width and character along its length. It leaves Thurstaston Road in a North
Westerly directiop and for the first 60 metres or so is constained between a mix of stone walls
and hedges. The width between boundaries is generally in the order of 2.6 to 3.Ombut the useable
road space is further reduced by the presence of trees. At 60 mehes, the road tums through a 90
degree bend and heads in a South Easterly direction for a further 180 metres to meet School Hill.
The road width throughout this section is generally in the order of 3.5 metres but varies between a
maximum of 4.4 metres and minimum 2.6 metres. A number of existing properties have direct
access onto this section of West Grove; some of these are without oFroad parking spaces. The
available road width between parked vehicles and stone walls was measured to be as little as 2.3
metres. The forward visibility around the bend in the road lva.s measwed to be 11 metres; this is
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appropriate for a maximum vehicular speed of l0mph or only 5 mph in the case of vehicles

approaching from opposing directions.

St Peter's Primary School abuts West Grove and although the main school access is off
Thurstaston Road, there is a pedestrian access off West Grove. This rear access generates a

pedestrian demand during the morning peak period and again at the end of the school day.

Shared surface streets are commonly found within new residential estates however in order to
allow vehicles from opposing directions to pass or for a vehicle to safely pass a pedestrian or
cyclist, the minimum specified road width is generally 4.5 metres. From previous observations, it
can be seen that the width of West Grove falls significantly below this standard. There are

significant lengths where two vehicles would be unable to pass and sections where a vehicle
would be unable to safely pass a pedestrian or cyclist.

The application contains a swept path analysis indicating the passage of an 8.7m long fire
appliance; many modern machines are significantly larger than the quoted dimensions. Manual
For Steets suggests that the Local Fire Safety Officer be consulted where any proposed
carriageway is less than 3.7 metres wide. It should be noted that the survey used for the swept
path records the positions of boundary walls but does not record those locations where the road
width is obstructed by trees nor does it consider any overhanging tree growth.

The following note is contained on the swept path plan:

,3.4m x 40m visibilitv rplays ftom West Grove,
measured to 1rrr..:istance offset from the channel line,

_ of Thurstaton Road, as per Manual for S8eets
paragraph',l0.5.3. Sune localised localised areas of existing
sandstone wallirrg clamaged by cotlision I road
salt erosion which is to be rebuilt belrind visibiliff splay,
in existng cmrsed rubble finish as existirg walling.

The available visibility from the junction of West Grove onto Thurstaston Road (measured as

suggested by MFS2) was found to be 2.4x35m to the right and 2.4x24m to the left. Whilst it is
accepted that the wall to the left on exit could be re-built behind the visibility splay (not indicated
on the application drawings), any obstruction to the right on exit is likely to be outside of the
applicant's control.

As there is no restriction to the direction of vehicle movement on West Grove, any visibility splay
required for access onto Thurstaston Road should also be available at the School Hill junction.
Property owners may chose to enter and exit onto Thurstaston Road but any visitor or delivery
driver is likely to pass through from one end to the other. Available visibility to the right onto
School Hill exceeded requirements but was measured to be no more than 2.4x15metres to the left
(this was partially over land in third part ownenhip).
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The plan of the swept paths indicates a proposed a bin store; unless the bin lorry is to access West
Grove, the position of this bin store does not meet kerb side collection requirements. Although
the provision of off-road turning facilities is not usually a requirement of residential properties
accessing onto an un-classified road, the swept path plan indicates that this should be possible.
The swept path plan shows the turning of a single vehicle would be possible however on
occasions when there is more than one vehicle on a driveway, this would not be possible and
could result in vehicles reversing onto West Grove.

West Grove is largely un-swfaced, is pot-holed in places and has been repaired with a number of
different materials in others. The applicant has offered to surface the length of road abutting the
application site but the right to undertake this work should be examined. Whilst it is expected that
maintenance of the surface of a byway is a function of the Highway Authority, existing property
owners have recently been told by the Rights Of Way Officer, that maintenance of the road
surface is their responsibility. If this is so, with no current access onto West Grove, it is unlikely
that the applicant will have this level of responsibility/authority. Any formal surfacing of the road
is likely to encourage an increase in the speed of traffic and that will have a negative effect on
non-motorised users.

West Grove is considered unsuitable to cater for any additional traffrc due to its restricted wi&lt"
alignment and poor road surface. The proposed development is likely to generate additional
vehicular traffic and these additional traffrc movements will be detrimental to the primary uses of
the byway. Visibility available to motorists, both within the length of West Grove and at the
junctions at each end, is considered sub-standard. I recommend that the planning application be
refused on the grounds of highway safety.

Yours sincerely

Colin G Simpson C.Eng, MICE, MCIHT, BTecb
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